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This body of photo and graphic work made by Kate Mellor 

in Poprad, Slovakia is visually and conceptually rich and 

merits a number of ways in – as one actually switches looking 

at the elements of each image and their effect as a series. 

More useful than just ‘postmodern’, such plural visualising 

has been termed ‘post-medium post-style’ as a way of trying 

to understand in what sense a work may retain a critical, 

investigative or celebratory aim yet no longer have a modernist 

look. Given the iconic modern-socialist architecture as a major 

signifier here, we are drawn into a highly embedded, and for 

some of the audiences (including me) emotive presentation 

and exploration. 

In conversation Kate pointed out that these images are rather 

less than direct in addressing the brief of ‘work’ proposed 

to the invited photographers in this project, but they were 

accepted and appear in the joint catalogue. So what, of work, 

do we see? If you are first drawn into the photographic image, 

in its frame where we have an interior there is a person looking 

after their home. The blur from the slow shutter-speed gives 

a sense of the repeated and close-in actions of looking after. 

The blurred person also means, as Kate underlined, this is not 

a portrait. You give equal weight to the things which make up 

their living room which we at the same time are reading as 

one of many identical ones in a modernist block in Slovakia to 

which a western audience brings its assumptions. 

In the rooms the furniture is at first sight modest and utilitarian 

but the furnishing- the addition of covers and decorative 

textile pieces- is another symbolic layer. This is, interestingly for 

Kate, still seen by the people themselves as gendered. In the 

image on the Invitation card the woman is dusting (?) a large 

fitted cupboard which is modernist but also rich in veneer 

details and would or could have been made by a man. The 

textile pieces in many of the interior photos were made by 

women, and Kate found a revival of interest in them. Shock-
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1972, I might well dismiss, not just such interiors themselves 

but their re-presentation as kitsch, a ‘postmodern’ irony-tale. 

Kate discussed the potential generational readings of the 

signifiers in these interiors. The slovakian curator’s discomfort 

shows how real such discrepancies remain. Contradictions and 

resistances where the local and the official clash are precisely 

sites where a certain history is passed on. (2) For me these 

interior photos are not re-fetishising the local and personal 

because they do not efface what else is in play – the external 

architecture accepted as home, and nature. 

The outside photos of this high-rise community and its 

location in nature at the foot of the Carpathians are in the 

european landscape tradition, painting then photography. 

The foregrounds revisit some of that painting’s preferred 

topics: the beauty of a meadow; the approaching harvest 

of the wheat; the presence of the mountains. The vegetable 

field takes us to work, probably away from painting to photo 

language. Discussing the outside compositions, Kate says that 

her interest in the everyday leads her away from the more 

pointed style of arrangement in some landscape photography. 

To return to the vegetable field, its regularity is self-imposing; 

because of the other compositions it doesn’t function, as 

it might as part of a different set of visual languages, as an 

allegory for conformity or drabness.

So to the different coloured patterns which take up two-

thirds of the image-area in each piece and take their 

language from folk textiles and also banners because of their 

method of display hanging from batons. I don’t think they 

would be the first point of entry for a western audience or for 

myself as a twenty-five year old as said above. They might well 

be, of course, to the multicultural audience at the Bradford 

University gallery. The ‘original’ of a couple of these patterns 

is just about visible in its framed room. Even then it has been 

modified, especially in colour, to contribute to its overall image.

The handling of these patterns as a visual device for me 

shows a confidence that one might take more for granted 

in the photographic language. First, the invention of making 

them the holding frame for the more readily accessible 

language of photo. Secondly, the relation to ‘originals’. 

It’s not that the original isn’t important. Art and poetry’s 

horror to the totalising ethic and aesthetic of soviet socialist 

progress. It had proclaimed Goodbye to the connoisseurship 

of the class system; unfortunately quite soon likewise with 

local knowledge, of local patterns of, in this case, the Poprad 

region. (1) Kate tells me each village had textile patterns which 

meant, not least, easy identification if someone was found 

injured in the woods. 

When these images were shown in Slovakia a young 

woman curator, by then moved to Prague, initially 

berated Kate, she tells me, for being patronising, presenting 

a western view of something not properly understood. She 

had second thoughts later. In terms of the physical and 

symbolic objects in these rooms I could take someone from 

the Bradford University gallery ten minutes in the car to visit 

Poles, Ukrainians and Germans whose front room looks the 

same, that is, performs such symbolic functions of continuity 

and renewal, or if that’s too strong, respect. Having said that, 

if I were twenty-five, although familiar with such interiors in 

Bradford and in Poland where I first visited with my father in 
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Volochinov’s proposal that language is a site of class conflict, 

and that if it ceases to be it becomes of merely ‘philological’ 

interest, i.e. a museum-piece: Marxism and the philosophy of 

language 1973 (1929). What would he have made of the ring-

fencing of language and symbols by irony in our mediated 

world? See Vladimir Safatle, ‘A propos d’un rire qui ne reconcilie 

pas’ (On a laughter which does not reconcile) where he points 

out the difficulty of challenging institutions when their mode 

has become ‘already ironic’; in Fresh Theorie III, Paris 2007 

pp.111-132. 

transformations don’t dispense with the real but re-present 

it, make it possible to re-engage with it. Thirdly, the formal 

persuasiveness in these colour combinations, their pleasure, 

up to the considered colour of the photo ‘frames’ and the 

touch of a corner-motif. This is an affirmation of which, as it 

were, history must take notice. And so we are drawn back to 

the chair and cabinet covers, now enriched. 

Notes

1. The change in soviet policy from solidarity with ethnic 

groups is followed in the case of the Ukraine in Kate Brown’s 

A biography of no place (Cambridge Mass. and London 

2004). For instance from the chapter ‘The power to name’: 

‘Increasingly, officials assumed that when people dissented, 

they did so because of nationality more than class. As a result, 

when security agents hunted for spies, they went first and 

repeatedly to regions of ethnic concentration such as the 

borderlands and to regions and institutions designated as 

“national”.’ p.127.

2. This thought comes directly from the Russian linguist 


